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TL;DR

• We introduce a new corpus designed to enhance the translation of 
intricate research into accessible scientific news reports
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• Similarities and Differences with Summarization / Simplification



Motivation

• Why Study Scientific News Report 
Generation? 

• Academic publications → Require 
background knowledge 🤯 

• News reports → Increase accessibility 
with simplified language 😊



Motivation

• Similarities and Differences with Summarization / Simplification 

• Summarization: Reduces text, retains key content 

• Simplification: Uses simpler words/syntax for readability 

• Our task involves both simplifying and extracting



The SciNews Dataset

• Data Acquisition 

• Data Cleaning 

• Quality Control 

• Automated Quality Control 

• Human Quality Control 

• Data Splits



The SciNews Dataset

• Data Acquisition 

• SciNews sourced from 
Science X 

• Selected open access articles 
with CC-BY-4.0 license via DOI

https://sciencex.com/



The SciNews Dataset

• Data Cleaning 

• Use PySBD and spaCy to clean texts; remove line breaks, emoticons, 
and links etc 

• Extract text from papers between the abstract and references 

• Exclude documents over 30,000 or under 2,000 words



The SciNews Dataset

• Quality Control 

• Automated Quality Control 

• Adapt methods from Mao et al. (2022) for vetting pairs; removed 612 
of 42,484 pairs. 

• Human Quality Control 

• Inspired by Sun et al. (2021), we manually checked 100 sample pairs.



The SciNews Dataset

• Data Splits 

• 41,872 samples, split 80% training, 
10% validation, 10% test across 
nine domains.



Dataset Analysis

• Dataset Comparison 

• Dataset Statistics 

• Papers vs. News



Dataset Analysis
• Dataset Comparison 

• SciNews vs. CSJ & PLOS: Similar sizes; SciNews has multidisciplinary 
labels. 

• Output Length: SciNews (695 tokens), PLOS (176 tokens), CSJ (361 
tokens).

Dataset Task Language Data Scope Data Source Scale Input Level Output Level Multi-disciplinary?
LaySumm (Chandrasekaran et al., 2020c) SLS English Archaeology, Hepatology, etc. Research Papers 572 Document Paragraph 3
CDSR (Guo et al., 2021) SLS English Healthcare Research Papers 7805 Document Paragraph 7
CELLS (Guo et al., 2022) SLS English Biomedicine Research Papers 47157 Sentence Sentence 7
eLife (Goldsack et al., 2022) SLS English Biomedicine Research Papers 4828 Document Paragraph 7
PLOS (Goldsack et al., 2022) SLS English Biomedicine Research Papers 27525 Document Paragraph 7
SimpleScience (Kim et al., 2016) STS English Biomedicine Research Papers 293 Sentence Vocabulary 7
CLEAR (Grabar and Cardon, 2018) STS French Biomedicine Research Papers 663 Sentence Sentence 7
PLS (Devaraj et al., 2021) STS English Medicine Research Papers 4459 Paragraph Paragraph 7
SimpleText (Ermakova et al., 2022, 2023) STS English Medicine & Computer Science Research Papers 648 Sentence Sentence 3
CSJ (Fatima and Strube, 2023) STS English & German Astronomy, Biology, etc. Wikipedia 50132 Document Paragraph 3
SciNews (ours) SNG English Science & Technology & Medicine Research Papers 41872 Document Document 3

Table 2: Dataset comparison

combination, rearrangement, or interpretation of
information from the source scientific papers.

4.3. Papers vs. News
Academic papers typically employ a first-person
perspective, in contrast to the third-person narra-
tive found in scientific news articles (as shown in
Figure 1). Beyond the di�erences in writing tone,
we analyze the disparities between these mediums
at the lexical (vocabulary), syntactic (sentence)4,
discourse (intersentential)5 and readability (docu-
ment)6 levels. As shown in Table 3, we find that
news articles exhibit a higher type-token ratio, in-
dicating greater lexical diversity. Both mediums
maintain substantial lexical density, but the news
articles contain fewer di�cult words.

News articles also use simpler syntactic struc-
tures, with fewer modifiers per noun phrase and a
reduced average depth of the dependency trees.
Moreover, an examination of readability shows a
more reader-friendly profile for news texts, corrobo-
rated by lower scores in the Flesch-Kincaid Grade
Level (FKGL) and the Automated Readability In-
dex (ARI). The statistical significance observed in
all metrics of Table 3, as verified by the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test7 (p<0.05), suggests that scien-
tific news narratives function as a more accessi-
ble medium with respect to lexical, syntactic and
readability features compared to original research
papers.

Property Papers News
Type-Token Ratio" 0.20 0.44
Lexical Density" 0.42 0.46
Avg. # Di�cult Words# 773.08 134.84
Avg. # Modifiers per Noun Phrase# 0.58 0.51
Avg. Depth of Dep Tree# 6.94 6.25
FKGL# 14.57 13.31
ARI# 17.94 16.32

Table 3: Papers and News comparison

Figure 3A provides additional details on the dis-

4https://spacy.io/
5https://github.com/seq-to-mind/DMRST_Parser
6https://github.com/textstat/textstat
7https://scipy.org/

Figure 3: Absolute di�erences of proportion in
linguistic structures (academic papers�news ar-
ticles).

tribution of part-of-speech tags between the two
text types: news reports contain a higher propor-
tion of verbs and adjectives, while original articles
feature more proper nouns, numbers, and punc-
tuation. Regarding rhetorical structure (discourse
relations), as shown in Figure 3B, news reports tend
to utilize more ‘example’, ‘contrast’, and ‘cause &
e�ect’ relations, which may enhance their appeal
and accessibility. In contrast, academic texts often
favor ‘temporal’, ‘coordinating’, and ‘progressive’ re-
lations to convey research trajectories and findings.

5. Experiments

5.1. Baseline Models
To promote future work, we benchmark our
datasets using two types of baselines: extractive
methods and abstractive approaches. Extractive
methods involve directly retrieving sentences or
phrases from the source text, while abstractive ap-



Dataset Analysis

• Dataset Statistics 

• Long input & long output 

• High abstractive 

• High 1/2/3/4-grams novelty

is simpler than the academic paper while main-
taining its quality. We recruit two evaluators, each
having a Master’s degree in either Computer Sci-
ence or Computational Linguistics. Among the 100
samples, only one sample receives divergent as-
sessments – being labeled as ‘accepted’ by one
evaluator and ‘rejected’ by another. The reason
given for being ‘rejected’ is that the scientific news
report is longer and less concise compared to other
test samples, but there are no complaints about
other factors, such as simplicity, faithfulness, etc.
This sample is retained after a second review con-
firming its validity. No sample is unanimously rated
as ‘rejected’.

3.5. Data Splits
After quality control, our dataset comprises 41,872
samples spanning nine scientific domains, as illus-
trated in Figure 2 on topic distribution. We divide
the data into training (80%), validation (10%), and
test set (10%) by randomly sampling from the en-
tire dataset while keeping the proportion of papers
from the di�erent domains constant. The detailed
distribution of samples across these subsets is pro-
vided in Table 1. All of our experiments described
in Sections 5 and 6 use this split.

Figure 2: Topic distribution of our dataset

4. Dataset Analysis

4.1. Dataset Comparison
Table 2 presents a comparison between our
SciNews dataset and datasets for scientific lay
summarization and scientific text simplification (as
discussed in Section 2). Two document-level cor-
pora have a similar size to SciNews (41,872 sam-
ples): CSJ has 50,132 samples and PLOS contains
27,525 samples. SciNews stands out due to its
multidisciplinary coverage and its provision of cate-
gory labels for each field. Additionally, the SciNews

Property Value
# Training Set 33497
# Validation Set 4187
# Test Set 4188
Avg. # Tokens (Papers) 7760.90
Avg. # Tokens (News) 694.80
Avg. # Sents. (Papers) 290.52
Avg. # Sents. (News) 25.17
Compression Ratio 12.71
Coverage 0.74
Density 0.94
1-gram Novelty 0.52
2-gram Novelty 0.91
3-gram Novelty 0.98
4-gram Novelty 0.99

Table 1: Dataset statistics

scientific news reports are longer (averaging 695
tokens), in comparison to PLOS summaries (176 to-
kens on average), and the simplified texts from CSJ
(average length 361 tokens). It is also important to
highlight that CSJ derives its data from Wikipedia
for multidisciplinary data (without domain labels),
in contrast to scholarly articles. Furthermore, CSJ
is a paragraph/short-document level simplification
dataset, setting it apart from SciNews.

4.2. Dataset Statistics
We apply metrics from prior studies (Grusky et al.,
2018; Bommasani and Cardie, 2020; Hu et al.,
2023) for corpus-level analysis. As Table 1 shows,
on average, scientific papers consist of 7760.90 to-
kens and 290.52 sentences, whereas news reports
contain an average of 694.80 tokens and 25.17
sentences; the Compression Ratio in our dataset
is thus 12.71. The Coverage metric measures the
percentage of tokens in the news report that orig-
inate from the original article. A value of 0.74 in
Coverage indicates substantial inclusion of core
information or content from the source in the news
articles. The Density score assesses the extent to
which news reports can be characterized as a set of
extractive fragments. The value of 0.94 implies that
academic news reports contain only short contigu-
ous text fragments extracted from source papers,
indicating a highly abstractive rewriting process.

To measure the textual overlap between news
reports and the original papers, we use the method-
ology from Narayan et al. (2018) and Sharma et al.
(2019) to calculate the proportion of 1/2/3/4-grams
in news reports that are not present in the original
reference texts. The high n-grams novelty scores
indicate significant reformation of the material by hu-
man authors, suggesting that the news narratives
are not just simplified versions of the source texts
but involve the creation of novel n-grams through



Dataset Analysis
• Papers vs. News 

• First-person vs. third-person 

• Lexical diversity: Higher in news 

• Syntax: Simpler in news

Dataset Task Language Data Scope Data Source Scale Input Level Output Level Multi-disciplinary?
LaySumm (Chandrasekaran et al., 2020c) SLS English Archaeology, Hepatology, etc. Research Papers 572 Document Paragraph 3
CDSR (Guo et al., 2021) SLS English Healthcare Research Papers 7805 Document Paragraph 7
CELLS (Guo et al., 2022) SLS English Biomedicine Research Papers 47157 Sentence Sentence 7
eLife (Goldsack et al., 2022) SLS English Biomedicine Research Papers 4828 Document Paragraph 7
PLOS (Goldsack et al., 2022) SLS English Biomedicine Research Papers 27525 Document Paragraph 7
SimpleScience (Kim et al., 2016) STS English Biomedicine Research Papers 293 Sentence Vocabulary 7
CLEAR (Grabar and Cardon, 2018) STS French Biomedicine Research Papers 663 Sentence Sentence 7
PLS (Devaraj et al., 2021) STS English Medicine Research Papers 4459 Paragraph Paragraph 7
SimpleText (Ermakova et al., 2022, 2023) STS English Medicine & Computer Science Research Papers 648 Sentence Sentence 3
CSJ (Fatima and Strube, 2023) STS English & German Astronomy, Biology, etc. Wikipedia 50132 Document Paragraph 3
SciNews (ours) SNG English Science & Technology & Medicine Research Papers 41872 Document Document 3

Table 2: Dataset comparison

combination, rearrangement, or interpretation of
information from the source scientific papers.

4.3. Papers vs. News
Academic papers typically employ a first-person
perspective, in contrast to the third-person narra-
tive found in scientific news articles (as shown in
Figure 1). Beyond the di�erences in writing tone,
we analyze the disparities between these mediums
at the lexical (vocabulary), syntactic (sentence)4,
discourse (intersentential)5 and readability (docu-
ment)6 levels. As shown in Table 3, we find that
news articles exhibit a higher type-token ratio, in-
dicating greater lexical diversity. Both mediums
maintain substantial lexical density, but the news
articles contain fewer di�cult words.

News articles also use simpler syntactic struc-
tures, with fewer modifiers per noun phrase and a
reduced average depth of the dependency trees.
Moreover, an examination of readability shows a
more reader-friendly profile for news texts, corrobo-
rated by lower scores in the Flesch-Kincaid Grade
Level (FKGL) and the Automated Readability In-
dex (ARI). The statistical significance observed in
all metrics of Table 3, as verified by the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test7 (p<0.05), suggests that scien-
tific news narratives function as a more accessi-
ble medium with respect to lexical, syntactic and
readability features compared to original research
papers.

Property Papers News
Type-Token Ratio" 0.20 0.44
Lexical Density" 0.42 0.46
Avg. # Di�cult Words# 773.08 134.84
Avg. # Modifiers per Noun Phrase# 0.58 0.51
Avg. Depth of Dep Tree# 6.94 6.25
FKGL# 14.57 13.31
ARI# 17.94 16.32

Table 3: Papers and News comparison

Figure 3A provides additional details on the dis-

4https://spacy.io/
5https://github.com/seq-to-mind/DMRST_Parser
6https://github.com/textstat/textstat
7https://scipy.org/

Figure 3: Absolute di�erences of proportion in
linguistic structures (academic papers�news ar-
ticles).

tribution of part-of-speech tags between the two
text types: news reports contain a higher propor-
tion of verbs and adjectives, while original articles
feature more proper nouns, numbers, and punc-
tuation. Regarding rhetorical structure (discourse
relations), as shown in Figure 3B, news reports tend
to utilize more ‘example’, ‘contrast’, and ‘cause &
e�ect’ relations, which may enhance their appeal
and accessibility. In contrast, academic texts often
favor ‘temporal’, ‘coordinating’, and ‘progressive’ re-
lations to convey research trajectories and findings.

5. Experiments

5.1. Baseline Models
To promote future work, we benchmark our
datasets using two types of baselines: extractive
methods and abstractive approaches. Extractive
methods involve directly retrieving sentences or
phrases from the source text, while abstractive ap-
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Experiments
• Baseline Models 

• Extractive Methods 

• Lead-3/K, Tail-3/K, and Random-3/K 

• Latent Semantic Analysis, LexRank, TextRank, Ext-oracle, and PacSum 

• Abstractive Methods 

• Longformer, RSTformer, SIMSUM (Seq2Seq) 

• Vicuna7B-16k, GPT-4 (GPT)



Experiments

• Experimental Settings 

• Default Settings: Use original model sizes, batch sizes, optimizers etc 

• Decoding: Beam search=3, trigram blocking, temperature=1, top-p=1 

• Vicuna Model: 5e-5 initial rate, cosine schedule, Adam optimizer, fine-
tune 30 epochs



Experiments
• Automatic Metrics 

• F1 scores of Rouge-1 (R1), Rouge-2 (R2), Rouge-L (RL), and Rouge-Lsum 
(RLsum) (Lin, 2004) 

• BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) 

• METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) 

• sacreBLEU (Post,2018) 

• NIST (Lin and Hovy, 2003) 

• SARI(Xu et al.,2016)



Results and Analysis

• General Results 

• Comparison with Human-authored News Articles 

• Automatic Inconsistency Detection 

• Human Evaluation 

• GPT-4 Evaluation 

• Model Errors



Results and Analysis
• General Results

Model R1f1" R2f1" RLf1" RLsumf1" BERTscoref1" Meteor" sacreBLEU" NIST" SARI"
Full article (lower bound) 14.42 5.21 6.90 13.94 58.55 0.21 1.49 0.55 34.83
Lead-3 14.65 4.47 8.93 13.47 54.69 0.06 0.12 0.00 35.79
Lead-K 41.99 10.96 16.13 39.68 58.55 0.27 5.25 2.34 37.21
Tail-3 8.43 1.46 5.41 7.77 43.61 0.03 0.05 0.01 33.94
Tail-K 32.16 5.58 13.37 30.49 51.83 0.20 2.16 1.76 35.50
Random-3 10.20 1.84 6.43 9.30 47.68 0.04 0.05 0.01 34.23
Random-K 35.91 6.90 14.10 33.83 54.41 0.22 2.68 1.97 35.94
LSA (Steinberger et al., 2004) 39.75 8.45 15.10 37.40 56.43 0.25 3.42 2.19 36.13
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 35.59 7.98 14.97 33.62 54.49 0.24 3.22 1.92 36.16
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 35.64 7.85 14.77 33.52 53.80 0.23 3.17 1.94 36.13
PacSum (Zheng and Lapata, 2019) 41.03 10.53 15.47 38.75 57.64 0.27 4.82 2.28 36.85
Ext-oracle (Narayan et al., 2018) 42.58 11.92 16.16 40.38 56.60 0.30 5.90 2.43 37.28
GPT-4ZS (OpenAI, 2023) 41.38 9.03 15.25 39.01 58.33 0.19 4.64 1.12 37.52
SIMSUM (Blinova et al., 2023) 44.38 12.20 18.13 41.46 60.09 0.27 6.31 2.38 40.54
Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) 47.60 14.74 19.09 44.83 62.84 0.28 7.64 2.47 41.52
RSTformer (Pu et al., 2023) 48.21‡ 14.92 20.12‡ 45.19‡ 62.80 0.28 7.70 2.55 41.56
Vicuna7B-16k (Zheng et al., 2023) 47.75 14.88 19.92 45.01 62.88 0.30 7.69 2.53 41.71‡

Table 4: Model performance. The bold numbers represent the best results with respect to the given test
set. ‡ denotes that the value is significantly superior to those of all other models according to the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test in the corresponding indicator (p<0.05).

6.2. Comparison with Human-authored
News Articles

Table 5 contrasts the lexical diversity, syntactic com-
plexity, and readability of the best models for ex-
tractive and abstractive methods, as listed in Table
4, against human ability.

Metric Human Ext-oracle RSTformer Vicuna7B
Avg. # Tokens 696.19 1274.54 653.37 782.21
Avg. # Sents. 25.29 44.51 22.85 25.03
Type-Token Ratio" 0.45 0.40 0.47 0.37
Lexical Density" 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.42
Avg. # Di�cult Words# 134.65‡ 217.37 141.75 164.5
Avg. # Modifiers per NP# 0.50 0.61 0.57 0.62
Avg. Depth of Dep Tree# 6.24‡ 6.68 7.62 6.72
FKGL# 13.27‡ 15.80 14.95 14.12
ARI# 16.26‡ 19.20 18.22 16.90

Table 5: Models vs. Humans; ‡ indicates that the
value significantly di�ers from those of all other
candidates in the same test set, according to the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the corresponding
indicator (p<0.05).

We find that texts generated by the RSTformer
model most closely resemble human-written news
articles in both length and lexical diversity, while
Vicuna-generated texts tend to include slightly
longer and more complex words. Additionally,
human-written texts are classified as significantly
more readable than any model-generated texts,
based on FKGL and ARI metrics. Texts generated
by Ext-oracle are notable for being much longer
and containing more di�cult words compared to
those written by humans.

6.3. Automatic Inconsistency Detection
Figure 4 shows the outcomes of the automated con-
sistency evaluation for di�erent models on the same
test set. We observe that the SummaC consistency

scores (Laban et al., 2022) for news reports gen-
erated by abstractive models fall below those gen-
erated by humans in scientific news articles. On
the other hand, extractive models, which directly
extract text segments from the source, achieve the
highest consistency scores without introducing or
reorganizing content.

Figure 4: Consistency check

6.4. Human Evaluation
In order to gain more insight into the quality of
the generated news articles compared to human-
authored news articles, we randomly choose 10
samples and present them to human evaluators.
The evaluators are asked to read the corresponding
original academic article, as well as four candidate
news reports (from Ext-oracle, RSTformer, Vicuna,
and the original human-authored text). The human
evaluators are blind to the condition, i.e., they do
not know which article comes from which system
(or a human author). Each of the 10 samples is as-
sessed by three di�erent judges, resulting in a total



Results and Analysis

• Comparison with Human-authored 
News Articles 

• Lexical Diversity: RSTformer 
closest to human. 

• Complexity: Vicuna generates 
longer, complex words. 

• Readability: Humans outperform 
models (FKGL, ARI).

Model R1f1" R2f1" RLf1" RLsumf1" BERTscoref1" Meteor" sacreBLEU" NIST" SARI"
Full article (lower bound) 14.42 5.21 6.90 13.94 58.55 0.21 1.49 0.55 34.83
Lead-3 14.65 4.47 8.93 13.47 54.69 0.06 0.12 0.00 35.79
Lead-K 41.99 10.96 16.13 39.68 58.55 0.27 5.25 2.34 37.21
Tail-3 8.43 1.46 5.41 7.77 43.61 0.03 0.05 0.01 33.94
Tail-K 32.16 5.58 13.37 30.49 51.83 0.20 2.16 1.76 35.50
Random-3 10.20 1.84 6.43 9.30 47.68 0.04 0.05 0.01 34.23
Random-K 35.91 6.90 14.10 33.83 54.41 0.22 2.68 1.97 35.94
LSA (Steinberger et al., 2004) 39.75 8.45 15.10 37.40 56.43 0.25 3.42 2.19 36.13
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 35.59 7.98 14.97 33.62 54.49 0.24 3.22 1.92 36.16
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 35.64 7.85 14.77 33.52 53.80 0.23 3.17 1.94 36.13
PacSum (Zheng and Lapata, 2019) 41.03 10.53 15.47 38.75 57.64 0.27 4.82 2.28 36.85
Ext-oracle (Narayan et al., 2018) 42.58 11.92 16.16 40.38 56.60 0.30 5.90 2.43 37.28
GPT-4ZS (OpenAI, 2023) 41.38 9.03 15.25 39.01 58.33 0.19 4.64 1.12 37.52
SIMSUM (Blinova et al., 2023) 44.38 12.20 18.13 41.46 60.09 0.27 6.31 2.38 40.54
Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) 47.60 14.74 19.09 44.83 62.84 0.28 7.64 2.47 41.52
RSTformer (Pu et al., 2023) 48.21‡ 14.92 20.12‡ 45.19‡ 62.80 0.28 7.70 2.55 41.56
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Table 4: Model performance. The bold numbers represent the best results with respect to the given test
set. ‡ denotes that the value is significantly superior to those of all other models according to the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test in the corresponding indicator (p<0.05).

6.2. Comparison with Human-authored
News Articles

Table 5 contrasts the lexical diversity, syntactic com-
plexity, and readability of the best models for ex-
tractive and abstractive methods, as listed in Table
4, against human ability.

Metric Human Ext-oracle RSTformer Vicuna7B
Avg. # Tokens 696.19 1274.54 653.37 782.21
Avg. # Sents. 25.29 44.51 22.85 25.03
Type-Token Ratio" 0.45 0.40 0.47 0.37
Lexical Density" 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.42
Avg. # Di�cult Words# 134.65‡ 217.37 141.75 164.5
Avg. # Modifiers per NP# 0.50 0.61 0.57 0.62
Avg. Depth of Dep Tree# 6.24‡ 6.68 7.62 6.72
FKGL# 13.27‡ 15.80 14.95 14.12
ARI# 16.26‡ 19.20 18.22 16.90

Table 5: Models vs. Humans; ‡ indicates that the
value significantly di�ers from those of all other
candidates in the same test set, according to the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the corresponding
indicator (p<0.05).

We find that texts generated by the RSTformer
model most closely resemble human-written news
articles in both length and lexical diversity, while
Vicuna-generated texts tend to include slightly
longer and more complex words. Additionally,
human-written texts are classified as significantly
more readable than any model-generated texts,
based on FKGL and ARI metrics. Texts generated
by Ext-oracle are notable for being much longer
and containing more di�cult words compared to
those written by humans.

6.3. Automatic Inconsistency Detection
Figure 4 shows the outcomes of the automated con-
sistency evaluation for di�erent models on the same
test set. We observe that the SummaC consistency

scores (Laban et al., 2022) for news reports gen-
erated by abstractive models fall below those gen-
erated by humans in scientific news articles. On
the other hand, extractive models, which directly
extract text segments from the source, achieve the
highest consistency scores without introducing or
reorganizing content.

Figure 4: Consistency check

6.4. Human Evaluation
In order to gain more insight into the quality of
the generated news articles compared to human-
authored news articles, we randomly choose 10
samples and present them to human evaluators.
The evaluators are asked to read the corresponding
original academic article, as well as four candidate
news reports (from Ext-oracle, RSTformer, Vicuna,
and the original human-authored text). The human
evaluators are blind to the condition, i.e., they do
not know which article comes from which system
(or a human author). Each of the 10 samples is as-
sessed by three di�erent judges, resulting in a total



Results and Analysis

• Automatic Inconsistency 
Detection 

• Abstractive models lower than 
humans; extractive highest.



Results and Analysis

• Human Evaluation 

• Evaluation Setup: 10 samples, 4 
candidate reports, blind testing by 
Masters/PhD evaluators. 

• Criteria: Relevance, simplicity, 
conciseness, faithfulness; scored 1-3. 

• Results: RSTformer and Vicuna excel 
in different areas; overall, models lag 
behind human proficiency.

of 30 evaluated samples. The recruited evaluators
are all Master’s or Doctoral students with Computer
Science or Computational Linguistics backgrounds,
with high proficiency in English. All annotators are
compensated at the prevailing hourly rates set by
the university.

The annotators assess the texts based on the
following criteria:
• Relevant: How well the news article reflects the

source text.
• Simple: How understandable the text is for the

general public.
• Concise: The extent to which the text omits less

important information from the source article.
• Faithful: The extent to which the text contradicts

the information from the source text.
Evaluators should assign scores to candidate

texts on a scale of 1 to 3 for each criterion, with
higher scores indicating better generation quality.
Annotators are also required to use di�erent colors
to highlight any errors in generated news articles
and link them to the corresponding section in the
source text. After scoring all candidates, evaluators
are asked to identify the best and worst news texts.

Table 6 displays human evaluation results. For
each metric, we calculate the average value to as-
sess the candidate system’s performance. The
terms ‘Best’ and ‘Worst’ denote the frequency with
which a model’s output is ranked highest or low-
est among the four candidates, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, we count issues flagged by evaluators
in the generated news texts, with identical issues
highlighted in the same color considered a single
instance.

Ext-oracle performs poorly in terms of ‘simple’
and ‘concise’, as an extractive method, it shows
strength in ‘relevant’ and ‘faithful’. However, it is
never chosen as the best candidate by the anno-
tators. RSTformer outperforms Vicuna in ‘relevant’
and ‘faithful’, whereas Vicuna bests RSTformer in
‘simple’ and ‘concise’. Notably, both abstractive
models face challenges with maintaining faithful-
ness across all generated news texts, a critical
issue for practical deployment. Overall, our find-
ings suggest that NLG models have yet to match
the proficiency of human writing. This underscores
a significant opportunity for future research in en-
hancing model reliability.

6.5. GPT-4 Evaluation
We also employ the same guidelines used for hu-
man evaluation to ask GPT-4 via API queries (Ope-
nAI, 2023) to assess our benchmark models. For
consistency, all experiments adhere to OpenAI’s
default hyper-parameter settings. To ensure no
influence from previous interactions, we reset the
conversation history before each GPT-4 query. Ini-

Candidate Relevant Simple Concise Faithful Best | Worst
Human 2.67/0.23 2.83‡/0.33 2.43‡/0.33 2.73‡/0.10 70.00% | 3.33%
Ext-oracle 2.63/0.33 1.30/1.00 1.20/1.00 2.63/0.17 0.00% | 80.00%
RSTformer 2.63/0.40 2.27/0.67 2.03/0.73 2.17/1.00 20.00% | 3.33%
Vicuna7B 2.47/0.60 2.47/0.67 2.17/0.60 1.96/1.00 10.00% | 13.33%

Table 6: Human evaluation results: average ratings
(on a scale from 1 to 3). The number following
the slash represents the percentage of evaluation
samples in which an issue identified by evaluators
occurs at least once.

Candidate Relevant Simple Concise Faithful Best | Worst
Human 2.86‡ 2.77‡ 2.83‡ 2.91‡ 92.00% | 0.00%
Ext-oracle 2.73 1.73 1.55 2.70 0.00% | 93.00%
RSTformer 2.69 2.41 2.42 2.47 6.00% | 2.00%
Vicuna7B 2.56 2.59 2.53 2.32 2.00% | 5.00%

Table 7: GPT-4 evaluation results on 100 samples

tially, we sought to confirm whether GPT-4’s eval-
uations align with human judgments on a subset
of 10 samples as discussed in Section 6.4 (main-
taining the same ranking of news report scores),
and indeed, we find consistent results across all
four criteria. Subsequently, we randomly pick an
additional 100 samples from the test set, with the
results displayed in Table 7.

According to Table 7, GPT-4’s evaluations mir-
ror those of human evaluations. All models under-
perform compared to human answers. The scores
of GPT-4 for the two SOTA abstractive models are
comparable to each other. Across all test samples,
GPT-4 prefers the human answer as the best an-
swer, while the extractive method is frequently rated
as the worst.

6.6. Model Errors

In conjunction with the above-mentioned human
evaluation, we conduct a qualitative analysis to
identify the prevalent challenges in current models:

1. Hallucinations: Models may produce un-
grounded information. For instance, a model might
suggest future research areas for chatbots, even if
such discussions are absent from the source docu-
ment.

2. Factual Errors: Models often misstate facts,
especially numerical values. For example, in a
cancer identification paper, the original mentions
sensitivity at 96.7% and specificity at 97.5%, but
the model reports them as 88.2% and 98.3% re-
spectively.

3. Generalization: While models generally
grasp the primary subject, they sometimes diverge
into irrelevant specifics. A case in point is a paper
on cybersickness, where the model drifts from the
main topic into unrelated areas, unlike a focused
human-written article.
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Conclusion 

• Dataset Introduction: "SciNews" comprises 40,000+ scientific papers with 
paired news reports. 

• Exploratory Analysis: Reveals challenges and research prospects for 
state-of-the-art models. 

• Dataset Potential: Enhances scientific news generation, offers resource 
for NLP tasks like topic classification.



More Info 

• Data & Code: https://dongqi.me/projects/SciNews 

• Questions: dongqi.me@gmail.com

https://dongqi.me/projects/SciNews
mailto:dongqi.me@gmail.com


Thanks for listening
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